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INTRODUCTION 
Computer models of ultrasonic beams can be used to accurately predict fields 
radiated from transducers [1,2]. Given these fields and reciprocity relations [3] the 
responses from reflectors of known shape can be calculated. Often scan sensitivity for an 
inspection is quantified relative to the response from a flat bottomed hole (FBH). 
Because the FBH is a simple known shape, a computer simulation with an ultrasonic 
medsurement model [4] can be used to model and refine the inspection. 
EXAMPLE PROBLEM 
A piece of software was created that used an ultrasonic measurement model to 
evaluate and refine ultrasonic inspections. The software was built by adding to existing 
modules of UTSIM. The objective of the exercise was to try to obtain a minimum level 
of sensitivity over the entire volume of the inspected region while minimizing the number 
of data acquisition steps in the scan. A hypothetical part with several different types of 
interface curvature was chosen to demonstrate the technology. Figure 1 shows sensitivity 
as a function of position for a "simple minded" scan. No DAC was used and the step size 
was a constant based on the 3db beam width at the surface of the part. From the figure, it 
can be seen that the inspection needs a smaller step size in all regions. The concave 
region in particular will have both false calls and false accepts because the interface 
curvature caused focusing of the beam. 
For a more reasonable sensitivity criteria, the minimum sensitivity level was set 3 
decibels down from the response from a number one (1/64 of an inch) flat bottom hole in 
steel with a one inch metal path. For scan refinement simulations, the reference 
experiment does not actually have to be carried out in the lab. The simulation models can 
easily predict the amplitude of the reference experiment and compare other 
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Figure 1. Calculation one, unrefined scan. 
simulated signals to it without the experiment. If the inspection were actually 
implemented, the reference experiment would have to be carried out to set the gain and 
alarm threshold of the flaw detector. 
The refinement procedure started by modeling the transducer in the first scan 
location. The calculation used a 5 MHz, 60% bandwidth, circular crystal, unfocused 
transducer. A local DAC was computed. Then the 3dB beam width was computed as a 
function of depth. The minimum width of the resulting curve was used to calculate the 
allowable scan step size. When the interface and the transducer are axially symmetric, 
the maximum scan step size must be limited to the minimum beam width divided by the 
square root of 2. This causes some overlap in beam profiles directly below a scan line but 
the beams are exactly tangent on the line between scan index positions. A flat interface 
interrogated by a round probe at normal incidence does fall into the axially symmetric 
case. 
The 2nd calculation assumed the use of one distance-amplitude-correction (DAC) 
curve. This curve was calculated for a planar interface using the simulation model. The 
results appear in Figure 2. This scan is more reasonable. The sensitivity is now adequate 
underneath the flat interfaces. The sensitivity drops slightly below the convex interface 
because the beam defocused. Also the concave interface has an overly-sensitive region 
from focusing just below the interface. This would lead to false calls. The slight moire 
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pattern is an artifact of the display grid size. Deep in the metal under the concave 
interface, sensitivity is too low because the beam has passed its focal depth and is 
defocusing. 
The last, most refined, inspection used a different DAC for each different type of 
interface curvature encountered. A DAC that was created below a curved interface also 
includes a curvature correction. The DAC curves were created with the simulation 
model. 
Figure 2. Calculation two, semi-refined scan with flat surface DAC. 
When the interface is constant as a function of position, as is the case on the flat 
regions of the part, the step size does not need to be recomputed. When the transducer 
transitions onto a different type of interface, the calculation must be repeated. The CAD 
part chosen for this example had three different types of interface regions, flat, concave, 
and convex. The beam width calculation had to be carried once for each of the three 
regions. Figure 3 shows the result. This scan was successful in obtaining the required 
sensitivity over the flat and convex interface regions. The high amplitude (white) pattern 
underneath the concave interface was unexpected. Further investigation revealed that the 
field had on-axis valleys in the far field. When the field was divided by the local DAC, 
the off-axis hills were divided by on-axis valleys. This caused relative amplitudes off-
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axis to be greater than unity. The on-axis valley was surprising because the transducer 
was planar and the water path was chosen to place the last "normal" on-axis valley just 
above the interface. A comparison with the "Edge Element" method of Lerch and 
Schmerr [5] showed the same result. 
Figure 3. Calculation three, refined scan with local DAC. 
CONCLUSION 
In summary, a scan refinement example was worked using computer simulations. A 
local DAC was applied to counteract curvature and depth variations. Beam widths were 
calculated at all depths to find maximum allowable step sizes. The example worked here 
uncovered an unexpected effect in the far field of a planar probe after going through a 
cylindrical interface. This has the ramification that the definition of the DAC curve may 
need to be modified. When multi-lobe behavior is possible, the DAC curve should be 
based on the maximum amplitude as aJunction of depth, not the maximum on-axis 
amplitude as a function of depth. Further study is under way to find easy ways to predict 
when this modified definition is necessary. 
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